THEMATIC WINE TASTINGS
For your wine selection, our Cellar wine list is at your disposal and
several thematic are available:
1. INITIATION TO WINE TASTING: AROUND FRANCE IN ONE EVENING
Depending upon their birthplace, French wines can take on a myriad of mantles. We
would like to invite you to come and discover some of our regions’ jewels: a moving
Crozes Hermitage, the last Corsican pearl, a little nugget from the Loire valley… This
initiation option is a wonderful introduction to the art of wine tasting.
2. "VERY BUBBLY" WINE TASTING
Bubbles enrich all your celebrations and energise wine tasting. Come and discover
some great vintners’ Champagnes and other prestigious sparkling wines. The famous
sparkling Vouvray from the Clos Naudin, an Anselme Selosse creation, the Bollinger’s
Vieilles Vignes françaises… and these wines will be further augmented when
savoured with a Comté skilfully ripened or an Ossetra caviar.
3. ON THE TRAIL OF GREAT AND RARE WINES
For a memorable evening, come and savour these iconic wines which have long fed
many an enthusiast’s dreams: the domains of Comte Liger-Belair, Comtes Lafon and
Guigal, the castles Rayas and Haut Brion… Great regions such as Burgundy, the
Bordeaux region or the Rhône Valley look forward to welcoming you.
4. THE CELLAR LIST "READY-TO-USE"
A "tailor-made" wine tasting designed to satisfy your very wishes. Imagine yourself
on a journey through our cellar, walking down rows of sleeping bottles : a Chambertin
from Domaine Rousseau, a Jean Louis Chave’s great vintage of white Hermitage, a
mature Chateau Yquem… Everything is possible.
5. WORLD TOUR
There are thousands of grape varieties and, over time, some have become famous
beyond their borders. A same grape evolves to take on the characteristics of its soil and
the vintner who works it. Come and choose one of the two "world tours" we offer:
• Follow the same grape variety through several countries and sample its diverse
expressions. For instance, the Syrah of the Northern Rhône Valley: first the more
suave one grown on the Australian hills or in California, and then another more
floral variety from South Africa.
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•

Discover local and unique grape varieties which epitomise the richness of
vineyards from around the world. An Arvine by Christophe Abbet in the Valais
region, a Nebbiolo by Giacomo Conterno in the Piemont, a Hungarian Furmint
from the István Szepsy vineyard: come and travel into the discovery!

6. GREAT MATCHES
An obvious and sometimes unusual encounter between a particular bottle and a
plate makes for a happy marriage. As experienced by Proust with the madeleine, a
perfect match can trigger deeply embedded memories which further heighten
enjoyment.
In collaboration with our chefs, we offer two pathways that can realise this match:
•

•

From the glass to the plate: which dish can be the perfect reply to a great
Barolo or a vintage Champagne? A haunch of tender veal or a mature
Parmesan?
From the plate to the glass: which wine can match a sliver of truffle, some
young spears of asparagus or a refined cheeseboard? To ensure a particularly
scrumptious marriage, these could be paired respectively with an evolved
Silex by Didier Dagueneau and a Clos des Ambres Meursault by Arnaud Ente.
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